
THESIS STATEMENT CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

Thesis statement: Christopher Columbus made a great change in history because he found the "New World" which later
became known as the Americas.

However primitive these people were, they were very organized. He knew he was headed for some rough
water, bad weather, and maybe even an unwelcoming crowd of people Upon first read, the letters that
Christopher Columbus wrote back to Spain are informative and answer several historical questions about
European migration to the Americas. Most Americans just enjoy their day off. He had far-fetched ideas about
the world being round, instead of flat as it was once thought to be. He is imagined as the brave explorer that
against all odds prevailed in his belief of a round earth. Despite the fact that Columbus believed he had found
a direct sea route to India, he has been called the discoverer of America and hailed as a hero. Arrived in Santo
Domingo only to find chaos and revolt. After he found the Americas there was massive colonization, giant
trade increases and more resources such as gold and silver were being surfaced. Being a science, history has
its objective, methods, and plays an important function in human civilizations. Born in Genoa, Italy,
Christopher Columbus was the son of a very skilled weaver. Some showed the Indians kindness, respect, and
compassion. The story of Christopher Columbus is part of the many myths of Western civilization. This
revolution returned order and stability to the government and renewed interest in exploration to search for
national wealth Columbus was a greedy man who destroyed an entire race of people with genocide just so
only he could benefit and become a man of money and power. After further inspection, it seems that there
might be more questions to ask rather than are answered. Through the hindsight of history, glorious victories
may become horrible defeats. He was deceitful and egotistical and knew how to manipulate others. Cruised
along the coast of Central America for six months. The different nationalities of Europeans all treated the
Indians differently. Columbus's crew on the first voyage were not a bunch of cutthroats. Starting from his first
voyage he took his ownership and power way too far.


